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Suburbs in Time is currently being prepared by the 
Spatial Analysis and Research branch, and when 
published later this year will provide information 
across the six Censuses from 1981 to 2006. The 
resulting time series dataset will provide a wealth of 
information on suburbs in Melbourne, and, for the 
fi rst time, covers the regional centres of Geelong, 
Bendigo and Ballarat. Together with its companion 
Towns in Time it will provide comprehensive 
coverage of Victoria’s towns and suburbs.

Preliminary fi ndings showing change in dwelling 
counts in Melbourne are presented in the maps 
below. In the period 1981 to 1991, many suburbs in 
inner Melbourne lost dwellings or recorded minimal 
growth primarily as a result of changes in household 
formation, conversion of dwellings to other uses and 
demolition of older housing stock. The map shows 
a hollowing out of the inner city in this period. East 
Melbourne, for example, lost almost twenty per cent 
of its dwelling stock in this period.

The second map, covering the period from 1991 
to 2006, shows a completely different pattern 
of growth. While the bulk of dwellings growth 
was recorded in metropolitan Melbourne’s fringe 
suburbs, most of the inner suburbs that recorded 
dwellings losses in the 1980s turned the corner 
and began to grow. The single largest increase 
in dwellings in the fi fteen years to 2006 occurred 
in the suburb of Melbourne (11,428 dwellings). 
Southbank, Docklands, Carlton and Port Melbourne 
also recorded strong growth over this period. The 
apartment towers that are evidence of this growth 
now characterise the inner suburban skyline. 
These new inner city dwellings are accommodating 
increasing numbers of smaller households and 
Melbourne’s growing overseas student population.

For further information, email 
simone.alexander@dpcd.vic.gov.au.
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Melbourne moves outwards
The way people move about Melbourne provides strong pointers 
to where future population growth will occur. The majority of people 
only move small distances: often remaining in the same suburb they 
stay close to friends and family and familiar service providers like 
‘their’ doctor or butcher. Certain types of people move more often 
than others: young adults in their 20s are the most likely to move, 
while people in their 60s are the least likely to do so. Given different 
transfer costs and the nature of housing markets, renters move more 
frequently than home owners and purchasers.

As people like to move to places they know they often stay in quite 
a localised region. Consider your own knowledge of Melbourne. 
People living in Melbourne’s western suburbs often know little about 
the south-eastern suburbs and people in the south-east know 
little about the west. This sectoral knowledge pattern is further 
reinforced by a sectoral preference pattern and the desire to be 
close to kith and kin. Melbourne is no different to other cities in this 
regard. The comparatively low numbers of moves across the Yarra in 
Melbourne, the Harbour in Sydney or across the Thames in London 
are all indicative of this sectoral bias in migration. This phenomenon 
of sectoral migration in cities was fi rst seriously studied by social 
ecologists from the Chicago School in the 1920s.

The maps of Melburnians’ major net movements between Census 
years show the consistent and dominant direction of moves is 
outwards and contained within broad sectors.

There are, however, small incremental changes occurring to 
Melbourne’s migration patterns. First, the absence of an outward 
growth area to Melbourne’s east creates a tension. Given 
decreasing housing development opportunities in the Dandenongs 
and the Upper Yarra Valley where do people in the eastern suburbs 
move to? Some fi nd space to live within the eastern suburbs but 
others are squeezed out and move across into the South-East 
Growth Areas of Casey and Cardinia. The second change has 
seen an extension of the migration characteristics of the inner city 
over the last twenty years into areas like Hawthorn and Footscray. 
These areas now mirror inner city migration trends: receiving large 
numbers of young adults from outer suburbs and beyond and 
losing people in the older age groups. Although it is not yet a strong 
enough trend to appear on the map below, Footscray is increasingly 
attracting people from east of the Yarra and this is adding to the 
population bulk of the western suburbs.
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Infl uences on Victoria’s population projections
The Department of Planning and Community Development is currently 
revising the Victoria in Future (VIF) set of population projections. These 
population and household projections are primarily for use by State 
Government agencies, although they are publicly released. Levels 
of overseas (and internal) migration, patterns in household formation 
and people living in non-private dwellings impact on Victoria’s future 
population and its distribution.

The overseas migration boom
In December the ABS released data showing that net overseas 
migration in 2006–07 was nearly 178,000, the highest in Australia’s 
history. For Victoria this growth is compounded by the fact that over 
the fi ve years to 2006 our share of Australia’s migrants has also 
risen from 23% to 26.5%. Overseas migration to Victoria is heavily 
concentrated, with Census data indicating that over 90% of migrants 
settle in metropolitan Melbourne. So, who are these migrants? They 
are young: only 11% of migrants in 2006–07 were over 44 years old 
compared with 38% of Australians overall. In 2006–07, Victoria’s 
migrant profi le mirrored Australia’s to a large extent, with the same 
source countries making the top four: India, China, UK/Ireland and 
New Zealand. Victoria, however, received a larger proportion of 
migrants from India and China than the Australian average. 

Changing household propensity rates
The VIF population projections also include projections of households. 
A household propensity model is used to project households. 
Propensity rate models attempt to model both changes in the age/sex 
structure of the population and the impact of timing of major life events 
on the number of households we can expect to have in the future.

Household propensity rates are based on the probability that a person 
of a given age and sex will be a member of a given household type at 
a given time. Over time these rates can point to changes in the way 
Victorians form households. For example, between 1991 and 2006 
the propensity of males aged 25 to 29 years old to be a partner in a 

couple household with children decreased, while the propensity to be 
a partner in a couple without children household, to be living alone, to 
be a member of a group household or to be living with own parent(s) 
increased. These changes in propensity rates between 1991 and 
2006 were due to changes in the timing of major life events such as 
leaving the parental home, partnering and birth of fi rst child. The timing 
of these life events has consequences for new household formation 
and the size of existing households. Part of the ‘art’ of undertaking 
household projections is to assess how these patterns of household 
formation will change over time.

Non-private dwellings
Non-private dwellings (NPDs) are defi ned in the Census as 
establishments that provide a communal type of accommodation. 
Examples include nursing homes, hospitals, motels and prisons. 
Almost 72,000 people were counted at home in an NPD in Victoria 
on Census night in 2006 (about 1.5% of the population). The City 
of Melbourne had the highest rate of persons enumerated in NPDs 
(50 persons per 1,000 population), largely due to its many student 
and tourist accommodation options. Note that for the purposes of 
population projections we are only interested in NPDs which are a 
person’s usual place of residence (nursing homes, boarding schools, 
etc) and not somewhere they just happened to be on Census night (as 
a visitor in a hotel/motel).

The NPD population has distinctive spatial and demographic 
characteristics. Some NPDs, such as halls of residence are 
concentrated around university campuses and cater mainly for young 
adults. The most common types of NPD in Victoria are nursing homes 
and other non-self contained accommodation catering for older 
people. In 2006, almost 60% of non-private dwellers were found 
in these types of NPDs. It follows then that almost one-third of all 
persons enumerated at home in NPDs were aged 85 years and over, 
and of these people more than three-quarters were women.

Source: 2008, DPCD,  based on 1991 and 2006 ABS Censuses
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Out and about: From fi re to forums
Regional Forums: Spatial Analysis and Research hosted a second round of regional forums entitled The 
evidence from the 2006 Census, in Warrnambool, Horsham, Mildura and Bairnsdale in April 2008. The fi rst 
round was held in late 2007 and covered the regions of Barwon SW, Grampians, Loddon Mallee and Hume. 
The forums provide us with an opportunity to talk with locals and develop a better understanding of the 
different regions’ population trends and economic drivers. For  more information, call (03) 9637 9441 or email 
spatialanalysis.research@dpcd.vic.gov.au. 
Presentations from the 2007 and 2008 forums are 
now available to download from our forum website: 
www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/urbanandregionalforums 
or via the links from our home page: www.dpcd.
vic.gov.au/research/urbanandregional.

Fire: Spatial Analysis and Research team 
members supported the Victorian Government’s 
fi re response efforts this summer, working as fi re 
fi ghters, logistics offi cers and ground support crew. 
This photo was taken at the Elaine fi re south of 
Ballarat in mid-January. 

Peak hour explained: 
How Melburnians get to work
While there has been strong 
growth in the proportion 
of people opting for more 
environmentally friendly forms 
of transport, cars continue 
to rule peak hour. Privately-
owned motor vehicles were the 
dominant mode of travel to work 
in metropolitan Melbourne during 
the week leading up to Census 
Night 2006. Over one million 
people travelled to work by 
car, truck or motorcycle, which 
constituted almost three-quarters 
of all trips to work. Almost 10% 
of working Melburnians used 
only public transport (including taxis) to travel to work. Note that many regular public transport users, who 
combined public transport with walking, driving or cycling, were counted in the ‘other’ category as those who 
used multiple modes of travel.

What’s new online
www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/research/urbanandregional
• Our new edition of Local Connections, a newsletter highlighting recent research and strategy 

development by local government, is now available to download. Follow the links to Local Connections 
from our main page (see URL above).

• Past and present editions of Research Matters are available online. Download extra copies for 
colleagues or email them a link to our website.

Please note: Our websites are progressively being updated to refl ect the changes following the 
establishment of the Department of Planning and Community Development (DPCD). Please take note of 
our URL address highlighted above.
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Car

Public transport

Cycle

Walk

Other*

Worked at home

Did not go to work

1.01 million

131,000

160,000

18,000

48,000

93,000

60,000

*  Other includes people who combined two or more modes of transport to travel to work.

Source: 2006, ABS, Census of Population and Housing

Mode of travel to work in metropolitan Melbourne
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